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	Where to customize print (e.g. double sided print)?
Where can I customize PDF24 print (e.g. setup double sided print at long edge, 4 pages on one page, embed or not fonts, draw rectangles around page,scale=80%,setup header &amp; footer line content and margins.....)
User can access other pdf printer drivers preferences by using a command like
RUNDLL32 PRINTUI.DLL,PrintUIEntry /e /n "PDF24"
....but this would show for pdf24 only a very stupid preferences page.
Where to access all the fine details?
	Reply To: Change the sheep logo.
I just tried this and it works well.  In Win10, it's necessary to provide admin authorization to copy the jpg.
Now only need to formalize my personal logo 🙂
	Reply To: Deactivate PDF24 Printer
No, currently there is no flag to do that. I also would not recommend that because the PDF printer is used internally to convert files to PDF and removing/not installing the printer would mean that these functions will no longer work.
	Deactivate PDF24 Printer
Hi,
is it possible to not install the PDF24 printer during the msi installation?
I was only able to disable the installation of the fax printer
Thanks
	Reply To: Deactivate Online PDF tools
Thanks, now its working
	Reply To: Deactivate Online PDF tools
To hide the tile in the toolbox, you have to add the following DWORD value to HKLM\SOFTWARE\PDF24 or HKCU\SOFTWARE\PDF24:
feature.toolbox.openOnlinePdfTools = 0
&nbsp;
&nbsp;
	Deactivate Online PDF tools
Hi,
I wanted  to hide the button "Open online PDF tools" in the PDF24 Creator Version 11.9.1 in preparation to distribute it in our company.
I already disabled the features "Online PDF tools" and "Online converter as an alternative" in the settings
I also checked the registry entries at HKLM\SOFTWARE\PDF24 where I added "!NoOnlineConverter" and "!NoOnlinePdfTools" with the DWORD values 1
Unfortunately the "Open online PDF tools" button is still showing and working
Thank you in advance!
	Reply To: How to merge PDF using command line
Perfect, it works!
&nbsp;
Thank you, Stefan!
	Reply To: How to merge PDF using command line
No, *.pdf is not supported by PDF24. You could use this:
"C:\Program Files\PDF24\pdf24-DocTool.exe" -join -sort -profile none -expandDirs -outputFile "C:\Users\Valter\Desktop\docto\PDF1\binder.pdf" "C:\Users\Valter\Desktop\docto\PDF0"
	How to merge PDF using command line
Hello!
I wrote this command line :
"C:\Program Files\PDF24\pdf24-DocTool.exe" -join -sort -profile none -outputDir "C:\Users\Valter\Desktop\docto\PDF1" -outputFile "binder.pdf" "C:\Users\Valter\Desktop\docto\PDF0\*.pdf"
PDF24 says : "No files available to join!" but many pdf files are in folder ...\PDF0.
Can't use * .pdf?
Thank you very much!

